A partial reconstruction scheme for continuous wave diffuse optical tomography with reflection geometry.
Image quality and photon measurement with good SNR (signal to noise ratio) in continuous wave diffuse optical tomography depend on the source detector density and sensitivity of photo detector. For large volume objects, it is difficult to obtain detectable light intensity with good SNR over the whole boundary. As an alternative, instead of the full boundary, the measurements are taken over a semi circle as in reflection geometry and a partial reconstruction scheme for the same is proposed in this paper. The cross-sectional optical parameters are reconstructed for different half of the sample with modified boundary conditions and finally the average of all the reconstructions are considered as the final reconstructed image. Simulation and experimental results have been illustrated to validate the proposed method. The main advantage of this scheme is to improve signal to noise ratio which controls the quality of reconstruction in actual phantoms. The use of continuous wave measurement makes the system cost effective as well.